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Network News

Please can I ask you to complete the survey at:

https://healtheducationyh.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/regional-bulletins

The purpose of the survey is to establish how you use the HCLU bulletin and what we can do, both regionally and nationally, to ensure you are receiving the information you need from LKS leads.

It will take about 10 minutes to complete.

The survey will close on Friday 18 January 2019.

Thank you for your time.

Gil Young (on behalf of the KfH Internal Communications Group)

FAO SWIMS cataloguers – Chair approved minutes of the last SWIMS Cataloguing Group meeting held on 7 December are now available on the group webpage at:

http://www.swimsnetwork.nhs.uk/groups/cataloguing-group/

The minutes always include at the beginning a useful summary of decisions/updates – this is essential reading for all SWIMS cataloguers.

Further information is available from SWIMS Cataloguing Group members (see same webpage).

Reminder: New National Core Content collection from April 2019

The resources in the HEE-funded national core content collection is changing from April. For a reminder of what’s staying, what’s being added and what’s being removed, see here.
Remember:

- If you were buying a resource locally that is now being purchased nationally, under NHS terms and conditions, the supplier should give you a pro-rata refund.

- To determine whether it is worth looking to locally fund a resource which will no longer be funded nationally, don’t forget to look at the data for local usage.

The HEE library leads with roles relating to resource discovery have recently held Skypes with several publishers (EBSCO, Elsevier, Mark Allen, Wiley and Wolters Kluwer) to push for fairer, more transparent pricing and consortia pricing deals which extend beyond regional boundaries.

Do get in touch if you have queries.

London and KSS: Helene Gorring or Lucy Reid; North: Dominic Gilroy; Midlands & East: Richard Bridgen; South: Helen Bingham or Jenny Toller.

PS We haven’t yet decided whether to continue to fund Trip Pro centrally: if you have a view on the value of this resource, complete the survey sent to networks on 3 December. More than one response per service is fine. If you have any comments please add them to your survey response.

Knowledge for Healthcare

An update from recent meetings of the Knowledge for Healthcare workstream leads and regional leads: A small group of publicity champions, comprising a librarian and a paraprofessional from each region, have had training on writing good copy for publicity and promotion. The group aims to produce good copy nationally which LKS may adopt/adapt for use locally, to help reduce time and increase consistency and impact of messaging.

Following the recent pilot by 12 LKS of the proposed new quality framework for library services, and two retrospectives with participants, some changes are being proposed, both to the criteria (to make it even clearer that the focus is on improvement and on outcomes) and to the process. We’re incredibly grateful to the managers and staff of the 12 services which took part in the pilot and the subsequent evaluation. The name for the new quality framework has yet to be determined, but it will emphasise outcomes rather than standards.

Work has commenced on the business case and high level requirements for a national discovery system, and we have developed a specification for library management systems suitable for use by multiple library services and with the potential to interface with a national discovery system. We have also held Skypes with several of the main e-resource suppliers to try to seek fairer, more transparent pricing and wider consortia deals.

Papers presented at this month’s Knowledge for Healthcare Board meeting include those on:

- The concept of an NHS-led Skills and Learning Academy offering accredited programmes and products to grow and develop the health library and knowledge services workforce
- A recommendation for the ratio of qualified librarians to healthcare staff required for the NHS in England
- A national point of care tool for the NHS in England.

Daily Gifts from the Knowledge for Healthcare Programme during advent

Health Literacy Awareness Workshop Thursday 20 December 2018, 10:00-16:00 (9:30 for Registration and Refreshments) Auditorium, Events Centre, 2nd Floor, Stewart House, 32 Russell Square, London, WC1B 5DN Bookings for Health Literacy Awareness Workshop are now open.
Specialist Librarians' Study Day Tuesday 12 March 2019 10:00 – 16:00 (09:30 for Registration and Refreshments) Montague on the Gardens Hotel, 15 Montague Street, London, WC1B 5BJ Please book your place by clicking the link below. Unfortunately, you won't get an automated confirmation email after making your booking, but you can print, download a PDF or email yourself a completion receipt afterwards. Please save the date in your diary too. Link here: https://healtheducationyh.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/specialist-librarians-study-day-online-bookings-form. If you have any questions about the day, please email: lks-lkss@hee.nhs.uk.

Are you a specialist librarian? Are you in an embedded role? How can a specialist librarian manage emotional pressures and workload? Join us on the 12th March to get some answers.

Discuss the principles behind Schwartz rounds and working alongside clinicians with June White. “And why are you here?” Showcase from specialist librarians talking about how they integrate themselves in to teams, how they present their services and adapt to different audiences.

Amanda Stearn (Executive Coach and Leadership Development Specialist) will talk about emotional resilience; in this high-energy, practical session you will review some easily adoptable strategies for building greater emotional resilience and consider how they can usefully support you.

Using ideas from a range of approaches including cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) and Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP), you will consider:

- The neuroscience behind resilience and what threatens our resilience
- Techniques to build mental toughness & resilience
- Useful tools to maintain our focus and productivity

Pip Divall (Clinical Librarian Services Manager) will discuss ‘prioritising your workload’ shuffling your searches, how to avoid being swamped by the tide and deciding when to go into hibernation mode. In the Elevator pitch Jo Walley will coach on learning to talk about your own skills and abilities in the time it takes to ride an elevator. Lunch and refreshments will be provided. A Map and travel directions: https://www.montaguehotel.com/location/directions

HEE has for the last couple of years funded access to TripPro for NHS Libraries in England. We would welcome your views to help inform our decision on whether we should continue to fund it from April. (Please note that Trip itself is free but we would like to determine how valuable you find the ‘Pro’ functions.) A short survey is available here https://healtheducationyh.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/trippro-survey and will be open until 20th December. More information about the Trip Pro functions can be found here https://www.tripdatabase.com/upgrade

A reminder that access to Trip Pro is via IP address so you should get seamless access to the Pro version of Trip from work; if you find you can't access the Pro features, you can contact Jon Brassey with your organisation's IP address (jon.brassey@tripdatabase.com)

General Training and Development

Call for papers: LILG-2019: Learning information literacy across the Globe, Frankfurt: The international Conference on Learning Information Literacy across the Globe will be held on the 10th of May 2019 at DIPF, Frankfurt Main, Germany. The Conference is a final part of the Erasmus+ Project Information Literacy Online, a European project to improve students’ competencies.

In November 2016 the EU project ILO was started with the aim to develop, evaluate and disseminate a multilingual open access online course (MOOC) designed to improve students’ abilities to cope with the claims of present-day information society. In May 2019, the seven partner institutions will be able to present a MOOC on Information Literacy, covering six language and cultural areas. An integrated assessment component will enhance the autonomous learning progress.

The Conference will be a forum for the exchange of research and experience associated with
Information Literacy (IL) Learning. Besides three keynotes and a panel, several tracks of paper sessions are planned. Submissions to the following topics of interest are invited:

- IL as a learning process, including assessment
- Digital learning resources for IL (e.g. MOOCs, Learning-scenarios, OERs)
- Comparative studies of courses and curricula with an IL lens
- Cultural diversity of IL
- IL in connection with other literacy concepts

#ukmedlibs Christmas quiz: 8pm, Tuesday 18th December

Behaviour Change and Health Information event - Tuesday 29 January 2019

CILIP

CILIP launches Copyright Hub - CILIP has launched a Copyright Hub with a wealth of information and links to other useful resources.

HLG News - November 2018

New CILIP structure and strategy from 2019

Resources

Population Wellbeing Portal: Early in 2019 Health Education England e-Learning for Healthcare (HEE e-LfH) will launch its Population Wellbeing Portal. The Portal will be free to access by anyone who can positively impact public health and wellbeing and it will offer free access to education, training and professional development resources, helping deliver improvements in public health and prevention. The Portal will provide a central location for numerous e-learning resources, reading material, guidance, toolkits, videos, factsheets and many more resources relating to population health. The Portal will bring together material from multiple sources. This will include resources from HEE, Public Health England (PHE); the Academy for Public Health for London and the South East, the Faculty of Public Health as well as many others. The Portal will link with All Our Health, PHE’s framework of evidence to guide healthcare professionals in preventing illness, protecting health and promoting wellbeing. The aims of the Portal are to:

- Centralise access to knowledge resources on public health and population health to…
- Make it easier to find the resources needed to support the public to protect and improve their health by…
- Equipping people to help the public to stay healthy and deal with threats to their health.

If you would like to know more about the Portal, please contact population.wellbeing@e-lfh.org.uk.

Gurteen Knowledge Letter: Issue 221 - November 2018

The Critical thinking and Appraisal Resource Library (CARL), is now housed with the International Society for Evidence-Based Health Care - www.teachingebhc.org The searchable database contains over 500 learning resources, covering all the stages of evidence-based practice, including critical appraisal. It has been developed with everyone in mind, from self-directed members of the public to professors of research, to librarians and EBP trainers. TeachingEBHC.org was funded by the James Lind Initiative and supported by the International Society for Evidence Based Health Care.
Want to understand how commissioning is changing? The Policy research Unit in Commissioning and the Health Care System (PRUComm) has published: [Investigating recent developments in the commissioning system](http://blogs.lshtm.ac.uk/prucomm/files/2018/11/Recent-developments-in-commissioning-report_FOR-WEBSITE.pdf)

The report describes the complex environment in which CCGs are working – really useful background reading for anyone working with CCGs, STPs, ICSs or any other acronym you are likely to find in this environment. Cross boundary working makes developing SLAs much more complicated.

**Evidence standards and evidence claims in web based research portals:** An interesting piece of research looking at web based research portals designed to help inform policy and practice, and asking and asking are they reliable? All about the best ways of presenting evidence.

## Newsletters, Briefings, Reports, Articles and Guidance

**Technology update from HEE Knowledge Management - November 2018**

**eWIN Update - December 2018**

**PMA Newsletter - Interested in succession planning or money flows? Perhaps you'd like news from RCGP or NHS England? More on apprenticeship levy too**

**TRUSTECH Innovation E-shot December 2018**

**PIF Aware 7 December 2018: Job advert; Shared decision making; Medicines info; Data sharing; Digital literacy; Perinatal info; Patient data**

**The state of medical education and practice in the UK 2018**

**New issue of the Journal of Information Literacy available**

**Mind tools Newsletter 553 - 7 Dos and Don'ts of Hiring a Friend!**

**New post on NLPN - Interview: Sarah Arkle, co-founder of FLIP Network**

## Forthcoming Meetings and Events

Check out the [calendar](#) on our Libguides homepage.